
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#63500476 Ecru Round Glass Pearl Beads. 6 & 8mm (1 pk) 
#85022009 Rainbow Seed/E-Bead Value Pack (1 pk) 
#61215128 Turquoise 6/0 E-Beads, 40G (1 pk) 
#74100006 Beadalon® Bead Stoppers Combo Pack, 8 pc. (*1 pk) (*optional but helpful) 
Add for Version 1 
#3201902 Silver 28G Copper Wire, 72’ (1 pk) 
#34719059 Silver Findings Starter Pack, 145 pc. (1 pk) 
Add for Version 2 
#32022 Gossamer .3 x .5mm Stretch Cord, 48’ (1 pk) 
 
Tools & Other Supplies Needed 
Flush Cutters 
Ruler 
Scotch Tape 
 
Techniques to Know 
Jump Rings 
Basic Wire Wrap 
Stretch Cord (Surgical) Knot (see illustration) 
 
VERSION 1 INSTRUCTIONS: (using beading wire and lobster clasp) 

1. Cut two 24” lengths of 28G wire.  Join wires together, side by side.  Use a bead stopper 
to hold the two wires together, leaving approximately 4” tails on one end.  (An 
alternative to using bead stoppers I to tape the wires to the work surface.) 

2. Bring each wire, in opposite directions, through the hole of an 8mm glass pearl. 
3. String a turquoise e-bead onto each wire and bring each wire, in opposite directions, 

through the hole of another 8mm glass pearl. 
4. Continue repeating steps 2 and 3 (alternating turquoise, red, and lime e-beads in step 3) 

until you reach desired bracelet length. 
5. Cut a 1 ½” length of extender chain.  Use a 6mm jump ring to attach one end of the 

extender chain to 4mm jump ring.  On one end of the bracelet, bring each wire, in 
opposite directions, through that 4mm jump ring and back through the last pearl, two to 
three times.  Wrap the tail wire on each side of the pearl three times around the wire 
between the last pearl and the last set of e-beads.  Trim the wire tails. 

6. Attach a 4mm jump ring to a lobster clasp. Use the same techniques from the previous 
step to attach that 4mm jump ring to the other end of the bracelet. 

WOVEN RAINBOW BRACELET - 2 WAYS 

 
 



 
VERSION 2 INSTRUCTIONS: (using stretch cord) 

1. Repeat steps 1-4 using stretch cord instead of wire. 
2. From each end of the bracelet, tie the adjoining stretch cords together into secure 

surgical knots.  Trim excess stretch cord tails.  
 
Skill Level: Version 1: Advanced Beginner / Version2: Beginner 
Approximate Crafting Time: Version 1: Under 1 Hr. / Version2:  Under 30 Min. 
 
 
Stretch Cord Knot Illustration: 
 

 


